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Improved confinement has been achieved in the MST through control of the poloidal electric field, but
it is now known that the improvement has been limited by bursts of an edge-resonant instability. Through
refined poloidal electric field control, plus control of the toroidal electric field, we have suppressed these
bursts. This has led to a total beta of 15% and a reversed-field-pinch-record estimated energy confinement
time of 10 ms, a tenfold increase over the standard value which for the first time substantially exceeds
the confinement scaling that has characterized most reversed-field-pinch plasmas.
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The reversed-field-pinch (RFP) plasma is susceptible to
large-amplitude magnetic fluctuations [1]. The dominant
fluctuations have poloidal mode number m 苷 1 and are
resonant in the plasma core at locations where the wave
number parallel to the magnetic field vanishes. These fluctuations grow to an amplitude sufficient to cause reconnection and stochastization of the magnetic field lines, thereby
degrading energy confinement. The primary driver of these
fluctuations is the naturally occurring radial gradient in the
current flowing parallel to the magnetic field [1]. With
the goal of modifying this gradient in Madison Symmetric
Torus (MST) [2] RFP plasmas, inductive auxiliary parallel
current drive was applied in the plasma edge [3–6]. Comprised of a poloidal electric field induced by a transient
change in the toroidal flux in the plasma, this technique
resulted in a reduction of the m 苷 1 fluctuations and an
increase in the global energy confinement time from the
MST standard 1 ms to 5 ms.
In this Letter, we report two advances in the understanding and control of magnetic fluctuations and energy transport. First, we report that the previously achieved m 苷 1
fluctuation reduction and confinement improvement were
limited by bursts of edge-resonant m 苷 0 magnetic fluctuations that were observed in conjunction with the auxiliary current drive [3–7]. The m 苷 1 fluctuations account
for the bulk of energy transport in standard MST plasmas
[8]. Thus, the m 苷 0 fluctuations have not previously been
considered to play a significant role in transport. Second,
we report that we can now suppress these bursts, resulting in an additional improvement in energy confinement.
Burst suppression is achieved through improved control
of the surface parallel electric field, through manipulation
of both the poloidal and toroidal electric fields [7]. This
has allowed a further reduction of the m 苷 1 fluctuations,
along with suppression of the m 苷 0 bursts, for up to the
duration of the current drive. With simultaneous control of
core and edge fluctuations, the central electron temperature
increases substantially, reaching a maximum of 1.28 keV

at high toroidal plasma current (480 kA). At low current
(210 kA) the total beta reaches about 15% with an estimated energy confinement time of 10 ms, which is a tenfold increase over the MST standard confinement time and
which substantially exceeds for the first time the confinement scaling that has characterized most RFP plasmas.
The ohmically heated MST plasma has major and minor radii of 150 cm and 51 cm, respectively, and is fueled
with deuterium. The electric and magnetic field waveforms
from a typical discharge with auxiliary parallel current
drive are shown in Fig. 1. The surface (i.e., at the plasma
boundary) poloidal and toroidal electric fields, Eu 共a兲 and
Ef 共a兲, are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The surface
poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, Bu 共a兲 and Bf 共a兲,
are shown in Fig. 1(c). Shown in Fig. 1(d) is the surface parallel electric field, Ek 共a兲 苷 E ? B兾B 苷 共Eu Bu 1
Ef Bf 兲兾B, where B is the total magnetic field, and all terms
are surface quantities. The poloidal current drive consists
of five consecutive pulses, beginning at 9 ms in Fig. 1.
The toroidal electric field is reversed at 16 ms. The first
two Eu pulses in Fig. 1(a) are obscured by negative-going
bursts associated with the bursts of m 苷 0 fluctuations.
The m 苷 0 bursts induce a response in Eu 共a兲 since they
correspond to the generation of toroidal magnetic flux
within the plasma.
That the bursts in Eu 共a兲 are associated primarily with
m 苷 0 magnetic fluctuations (modes), and not the coreresonant m 苷 1 modes, is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows an expanded view of the bursts occurring in Fig. 1
from about 9.5 to 11.5 ms. Each burst in Eu 共a兲, Fig. 2(a),
has a counterpart in the m 苷 0 modes, Fig. 2(b), all of
which are resonant at the toroidal magnetic field reversal
radius in the plasma edge. The bursts often have no
discernible counterpart in the m 苷 1 modes, Fig. 2(c).
In the cases in which there is a burst-like increase of
the m 苷 1 modes, such as at 11 and 11.3 ms, it follows
the increase in the m 苷 0 modes and is broader in time.
Following the last m 苷 0 burst, both m 苷 0 and m 苷 1
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FIG. 2. From the discharge in Fig. 1, (a) surface poloidal electric field, (b) rms fluctuation in the toroidal magnetic field, including only m 苷 0 modes, toroidal mode numbers 1–5, and
(c) rms fluctuation in the poloidal magnetic field, including only
m 苷 1 modes, toroidal mode numbers 6–15.

FIG. 1. Surface (a) poloidal and (b) toroidal electric fields,
(c) surface poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, (d) surface
parallel electric field, (e) rms fluctuation in the toroidal magnetic field, including m 苷 0 and m 苷 1 modes, toroidal mode
numbers 1–15, (f) soft x-ray emission, (g) central line-averaged
electron density, and (h) radiation from neutral deuterium
atoms. Peaks of poloidal electric field pulses indicated by
arrows. Toroidal plasma current is 210 kA.

mode amplitudes exhibit a multi-ms reduction. Such a
sustained m 苷 1 reduction occurs only after the m 苷 0
bursts are suppressed. Thus, control of edge-resonant instability is essential to the improved confinement plasmas
described here.
We have established that multi-ms m 苷 0 burst suppression is aided by maintaining Ek 共a兲 $ 0. This has
been achieved by adjusting the spacing of the Eu pulses
to prevent decay of Eu 共a兲 to zero between pulses and by
reversing Ef 共a兲 following the last Eu pulse. This improved control of Eu necessitates a significant change in
jBf 共a兲j, Fig. 1(c), which increases by an order of magnitude and peaks at about 60% of Bu 共a兲. This increase
allows Ef reversal to contribute significantly to Ek 共a兲.
During poloidal current drive at 210 kA, the reversal parameter, F ⬅ Bf 共a兲兾具Bf 典, drops from 20.13 to 22.1,
where 具Bf 典 is a cross-section average. The pinch parameter, Q ⬅ Bu 共a兲兾具Bf 典, increases from 1.7 to 3.5.
A multi-ms period of core and edge fluctuation reduction, brought about by suppression of the m 苷 0
bursts, begins at about 11.5 ms in Fig. 1. The data in
Figs. 1(e)–1(h) illustrate the changes in the plasma that
contribute to improved energy and particle confinement.
In Fig. 1(e) is the rms sum of the m 苷 0 and m 苷 1
fluctuations discussed in Fig. 2. Periods of reduced fluc205001-2

tuations like that shown here have been sustained for up
to 10 ms. Accompanying this fluctuation reduction is
a rapid rise in the electron temperature, Te , illustrated
qualitatively in Fig. 1(f), which contains soft x-ray emission from the plasma. The evolution shown here is in
rough agreement with limited measurements of the timeevolving central electron temperature, described below.
The temperature increase is accompanied by a decrease in
the Ohmic input (electron heating) power, also discussed
below. The central line-averaged density, 具ne 典 [Fig. 1(g)],
also increases with burst suppression, and there is a concurrent decrease in the radiation from recycled neutral
deuterium atoms, Fig. 1(h), which indicates a decrease in
the particle source rate.
With burst suppression, Te increases substantially over
much of the plasma. Profiles of Te in standard- and
improved-confinement plasmas with toroidal plasma currents If ⬃ 200 and ⬃ 400 kA are shown in Fig. 3. The
data at r , 0.9 (where r is the normalized minor radius in
flux coordinates) were measured with a Thomson scattering diagnostic, while the data at r . 0.9, Fig. 3(a), were
measured with a Langmuir probe. All of the data points
are averages of measurements from many similar plasmas.
The standard profiles were measured between sawtooth
crashes (which correspond to a large, global increase in
fluctuations) at the peak of the plasma current when the
plasma is hottest and densest. The improved-confinement
profiles were compiled at 18 ms in plasmas like that in
Fig. 1. This is the time at which the central electron temperature peaks. In addition to the significant increase in
the core temperature, there is a simultaneous decrease in
the edge temperature, Fig. 3(a), and density (not shown).
The estimated energy confinement time, tE ⬅ Wth 兾
共Poh 2 dWth 兾dt兲, increases by up to a factor
R of 10
with burst suppression. Here, Wth ⬅ 共3兾2兲 共ne Te 1
ni Ti 兲 dV is the volume-integrated plasma thermal energy,
205001-2
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FIG. 3. Electron temperature profiles from standard- and
improved-confinement plasmas with a central line-averaged
density of (a) ⬃8 3 1018 m23 and (b) 1 3 1019 m23 . Horizontal bars on Thomson scattering data points (r , 0.9) indicate
the radial extent over which the diagnostic integrates.

ni and Ti are the ion density and temperature, and Poh
is the Ohmic input power. The energy confinement time
and its constituents are compared in Table I for standardand improved-confinement plasmas. At 390 kA, tE is
estimated to reach 8.8 ms. At 210 kA it reaches 10.1 ms,
the largest value yet achieved in the RFP and a tenfold
increase over the MST standard 1 ms, which is a time
average including the time between and during sawtooth
crashes. The estimated global electron particle confinement time, tP , measured at 210 kA, increases eightfold
(Table I) [9].
Although the density increases with improved confinement [Fig. 1(g)], standard- and improved-confinement
plasmas are compared at similar densities by applying
auxiliary current drive to plasmas with an initially reduced
TABLE I. Parameters, defined in the text, from discharges with
standard and improved confinement. Standard data measured
between sawtooth crashes, except for tE , where values between
crashes and including crashes are shown. Improved-confinement
具ne 典, Te 共0兲, btot , and bu quoted at 18 ms, when they peak, while
dWth兾dt quoted from 16–18 ms and Poh , tP , and tE quoted at
17 ms, with an estimated uncertainty of 62.5 ms for tE .
If 共kA兲
具ne 典 共1019 m23 兲
Te 共0兲 共eV兲
dWth兾dt 共MW兲
Poh 共MW兲
tE 共ms兲
tP 共ms兲
btot 共%兲
bu 共%兲
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Standard

Imp.

Standard

Imp.

210
0.8
200
0
2.0
1.4兾1.0
0.6
9.0
9.0

210
0.7
600
0.47
1.0
10.1
4.7
15.4
18.1

430
1.0
400
0
4.0
1.6兾1.0
?
4.8
4.8

390
1.0
792
0.55
2.0
8.8
?
10.7
11.8
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density. The electron density profile, measured with a
multichord interferometer, is fairly flat in both types of
plasma [9], and the ion density profile is assumed identical to the electron density profile. The central electron
temperatures, Te 共0兲, listed in Table I are extracted from
the profiles in Fig. 3. We also measured the central temperature in 480 kA improved-confinement plasmas with
具ne 典 ⬃ 9 3 1018 m23 . The resulting 1.28 keV, achieved
with exceptionally long burst-free periods, is a new high
for the RFP. The central ion temperature, Ti 共0兲, was measured with Rutherford scattering, a neutral-beam-based
technique [10]. In the 210 and 430 kA standard plasmas,
Ti 共0兲 苷 共0.75兲Te 共0兲. In 210 kA improved-confinement
plasmas, Ti 共0兲 苷 共0.3兲Te 共0兲, while at 390 kA, Ti 共0兲 苷
共0.5兲Te 共0兲. The collisional energy transfer time between
electrons and ions is tens of ms in these plasmas, so the
rapid increase in Te with improved confinement is not
reflected in Ti . Lacking Ti profile measurements, we
assume the above ratios for the ion temperature profile,
e.g., Ti 共r兲 苷 共0.75兲Te 共r兲 in standard plasmas.
The Ohmic input power drops by a factor of 2 with
improved confinement (Table I). In standard plasmas,
the Ohmic input power, Poh , is calculated through global
power balance, where Poh ⬅ Pin 2 dWm 兾dt, Pin is the
total input power, and Wm is the magnetic energy stored
in the plasma. The total input power is the accurately
measured Poynting flux at the plasma surface, and the
relatively small dWm 兾dt is obtained from equilibrium
modeling using measurements of the surface magnetic
field. In the improved-confinement plasmas described
here, dWm 兾dt ⬃ Pin, and we lack the magnetic field
profile data required to accurately resolve the difference
between these two terms. Thus, we estimate PRoh for improved confinement through the volume integral hJ 2 dV ,
where J is the current density, h ~ Z兾Te3兾2 兾共1 2 ft 兲 is
the plasma resistivity, Z is calculated from Zeff , the mean
ionic charge, and ft is the trapped particle fraction. J and
ft are estimated at a single point in time with MSTFit
[11], a toroidal equilibrium code whose calculations
are constrained by measurements of, e.g., the pressure
profile, the edge current profile, and the on-axis magnetic
field (the latter measured with a motional-Stark-effect
diagnostic [12]).
As an estimate of Zeff in improved-confinement plasmas, we adopt a value estimated in standard plasmas from
a comparison
of Poh calculated through power balance
R
and hJ 2 dV calculated with MSTFit. For example, we
know from power balance that Poh 苷 4.0 MW at 430 kA
in standard plasmas (Table I). MSTFit requires
Zeff 苷
R
2.0, assumed spatially constant, to arrive at hJ 2 dV 苷
4.0 MW. The same comparison for the 210 kA standard
plasmas yields Zeff slightly lower than 2.0. This value
is consistent with an upper-bound estimate of the central
Zeff provided by the Rutherford-scattering diagnostic [10].
For the improved-confinement plasmas, we thus assume
Zeff 苷 2.0 for both 210 and 390 kA.
205001-3
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FIG. 4. Confinement results from various RFP devices and
(a) MST 210 kA standard, (b) MST 430 kA standard, (c) previous MST 340 kA improved confinement, (d) present MST
390 kA improved confinement, and (e) present MST 210 kA
improved confinement.

R
R The total beta, btot ⬅ 2m0 关 共ne Te 1 ni Ti 兲 dV 兾
dV 兴兾B2 共a兲, is compared in Table I. The poloidal beta,
bu , is similarly defined but with B2 共a兲 replaced by B2u 共a兲.
In standard plasmas, Bu 共a兲 ¿ Bf 共a兲, and bu 艐 btot , but
in plasmas with auxiliary poloidal current drive, Bf 共a兲
becomes significant, and bu . btot . With improved confinement, both btot and bu increase substantially. The
improved-confinement betas at 210 kA are the largest yet
achieved in the MST.
The tE of 10 ms at 210 kA significantly exceeds
for the first time the scaling prediction of Connor and
Taylor, where tE increases at constant beta and scales as
a2 If3 兾N 3兾2 , where N 苷 pa2 具ne 典 is the line density. This
scaling is derived assuming that resistive fluid turbulence
(g-modes) limits RFP energy confinement [13]. In Fig. 4
are confinement data from different RFP devices. Most
of these data were taken from Table I in [14], but the
datum for TPE-1RM20 was taken from [15], and the
data for the MST (a)–(e) are from the plasmas described
in this Letter and from previously reported improvedconfinement plasmas [5,6]. The diagonal line is the best
fit to the data listed in [14], tE 苷 10.2共a2 If3 兾N 3兾2兲. The
previously achieved confinement times in the RFP have
fallen on or somewhat below the prediction of ConnorTaylor. The assumption of confinement limited by resistive fluid turbulence has not been verified experimentally.
The fact that improved-confinement MST plasmas now
exceed the scaling indicates that either the scaling is not
generally valid or possibly that the assumed limiting turbulence has been reduced. Another confinement scaling,
20.42 0.34
tE 苷 共1.9 3 1025 兲a1.4 m0.29 Zeff
If , where m is the
ion to proton mass ratio, is derived from nonlinear magnetohydrodynamic simulations of RFP plasmas without
auxiliary current drive in which the core-resonant m 苷 1
magnetic fluctuations limit confinement [16]. Averaging
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over time and including sawtooth crashes, this scaling
predicts tE , 1 ms for MST parameters, which is significantly exceeded with the fluctuation reduction reported
here.
In summary, we have demonstrated in the MST the need
for simultaneous control of core and edge instability. With
improved control of the surface parallel electric field, we
have suppressed the edge-resonant m 苷 0 bursts observed
in earlier auxiliary current drive experiments. This has
allowed a further reduction of core-resonant m 苷 1 fluctuations and has resulted in a tenfold increase in the energy
confinement time. With the goal of improving upon this
result, we have begun tests of radio frequency current drive
using both lower-hybrid and electron-Bernstein waves.
These plasmas deviate substantially from the Taylor relaxed state [1]. However, the edge current profile, e.g., is
modified during improved confinement in a way roughly
consistent with that observed in nonlinear MHD simulations where auxiliary current drive led to magnetic fluctuation reduction [17,18]. A more complete understanding of
the m 苷 1 and m 苷 0 fluctuation reductions in these plasmas, as well as the relative contribution of each reduction
to reduced energy transport, awaits ongoing upgrades to
the MST profile diagnostics and plasma control techniques.
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